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PRESS RELEASE        Tuesday August 30th 2016, Dublin 

 

European Consumer Centre (ECC) Ireland publishes 2015 Annual Report 

 
 Air travel, electronic goods, online services, car rental and entertainment are top 

five cross-border consumer complaints for 2015 
 

The European Consumer Centre (ECC) Ireland has published its 2015 Annual Report which shows 

that air travel is once again the most common area of cross-border consumer complaint. Also in the 

top five consumer complaints for 2015 are electronic goods, online services, car rental, and 

entertainment. 

 

In 2015, ECC Ireland dealt with 3,503 total contacts from consumers (this is made up of cross-border 

complaints and requests for information). Complaints actively pursued by ECC Ireland and requiring 

further assistance from the European Consumer Centres Network (ECC-Net) came to 695. 

 

Air passenger rights, which accounted for 285 cases (41 per cent of cases), was the most popular area 

of complaint. This category has held on to the top spot year-after-year. With 56 cases (8.1 per cent of 

cases) electronic goods came in second and was followed by online services (54 cases or 7.8 per cent 

of cases), car rental (49 cases or 7.1 per cent of cases) and in fifth position was the entertainment 

category (38 cases or 5.5 per cent of cases).  

 

Of the 695 complaints actively pursued by ECC Ireland, 232 involved Irish consumers against traders 

based in other European countries while 463 cases related to complaints by consumers from other 

European countries against traders based in Ireland.  

 

Key findings: 

Air passenger rights 

 There were 285 cases dealt with by ECC Ireland, the majority of which were complaints made 

by consumers based in another EU country against Irish airlines.  

 Flight cancellations and delays were the number one cause for air passenger-related 

complaints. Damaged, delayed or lost luggage and problems with the baggage policy of the 

airline was the second highest category of air travel complaints. 

 

Electronic goods 

 This category involves complaints regarding online and offline purchases of electronic items 

such as digital cameras, laptops, tablets, and MP3 players.  

 Electronic goods was the second highest area of consumer complaints handled by ECC 

Ireland. It is consistently appeared in the top five for the last number of years. 

 

Online services 

 Third highest area of consumer complaint. 2015 was the first time it appeared in the top five.  

 Complaints related to services purchased online such as subscriptions, dating agency services, 

money transfer services as well as antivirus computer services. 
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Car Rental 

 Three in four complaints involved supplementary charges, price increases, and payment-

related disputes. Twelve cases concerned alleged damage to the vehicle.  

 Eleven cases were in relation to the insurance/cover provided, nine cases due to the condition 

of the car (for example, breakdowns), and three involved the car rental company’s fuel policy. 

 

Entertainment 

 Complaints related to automatic renewal of subscription services, the purchasing of tickets for 

sporting or other events, memberships, expiry dates on vouchers, game consoles and other 

products or services used for leisure purposes.  

 

Martina Nee, press and communications officer for ECC Ireland, said: “Once again, 2015 has been a 

busy year for consumers and ECC Ireland has been working hard to provide free advice and further 

assistance, when needed, in relation to cross-border consumer issues. The report provides a snapshot 

of the valuable work carried out by ECC Ireland for consumers in 2015 and highlights some of the 

problems faced by Irish and European consumers, particularly in the areas of air travel, electronic 

goods, online services, car rental, and entertainment.” 

 

2015 Annual Report case study examples: 

 

Flight diversion – The consumer’s flight from Palermo to Marseilles was diverted to Nice due to 

adverse weather conditions. On contacting the airline, the consumer was informed as the diversion and 

subsequent delay were for safety reasons and outside the airline’s control, no monetary compensation 

was due. The consumer requested reimbursement of costs in respect of transport from Nice to 

Marseilles, but received no response. Upon being contacted by ECC Ireland on behalf of the 

consumer, the airline confirmed that no transport for the passengers had been organised after their 

flight was diverted to Nice and offered reimbursement of additional costs the consumer incurred. 

 

Faulty laptop – An Irish consumer purchased a product from a well-known trader based in the UK 

who also happened to be the manufacturer. Before ECC Ireland’s intervention, the trader attempted to 

repair the product three times. The item became faulty again and the consumer refused to accept the 

trader’s attempts to repair the product a fourth time. Under EU consumer law, there is no set limit to 

the amount of times that a trader has to repair a product before a replacement or a refund is offered. 

However, with the intervention of ECC Ireland and the threat of court action through the European 

Small Claims Court procedure a brand new replacement offered by the trader was secured for the 

consumer.  

 

Notes to editor: 

 

More information and cases are available in the full 2015 Annual Report which is available for 

download on ECC Ireland’s website here. 

 

ECC Ireland is part of the European Consumer Centres Network (ECC-Net), which covers 30 

countries (all EU countries plus Norway and Iceland), and offers a free and confidential information 

and advice service to the public on their rights as consumers, assisting consumers with cross-border 

disputes. ECC Ireland is co-financed by the European Commission and the Competition and 

Consumer Protection Commission. 

 

For more information contact: 

Martina Nee, ECC Ireland press and communications officer, (0)1 8797643 / (085) 8895333, or email 

mnee@eccireland.ie. ECC Ireland can also be found on Twitter @eccireland.  
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